
 
 

APPENDIX B 

List of Exhibitors at (digital) Swiss Pavilion 2020 

No. Exhibitor Profile 

1 AlgoTrader Founded in 2014, AlgoTrader is the only end-to-end quantitative 
and algorithmic trading software solution that supports both 
digital and traditional assets. The technology provides clients 
such as hedge funds, prop traders, family offices, and banks 
with all they need in one place including strategy design, 
backtesting, optimization, live trading simulation, and finally 
live-order generation and execution. Subsequently, AlgoTrader 
launched its new offering WIRESWARM, a leading digital asset 
and cryptocurrency order and execution management (OEM) 
platform. WIRESWARM gives buy-side financial institutions 
such as banks the mission-critical infrastructure needed to 
seamlessly connect to the highly fragmented crypto and digital 
asset markets. This is achieved through a highly secure, single 
FIX-connection to 25 of the most liquid and regulated trading 
venues such as exchanges, brokers, OTC desks, liquidity 
aggregators and market makers. 

2  Crealogix CREALOGIX is a publicly listed, global leader in digital banking 
technology and a Swiss Fintech 100 company. We develop and 
implement innovative fintech solutions for the digital bank of 
tomorrow. Banks can use our solutions to react to evolving 
customer needs in the area of digitalisation, enabling them to 
hold their own in a very demanding and dynamic market and 
remain one step ahead of their competitors.  The group, 
founded in 1996, has more than 700 employees worldwide. For 
25 years we have partnered with some of the world’s leading 
banks and wealth management firms. We empower them to 
successfully master the inevitable digitisation of their business 
as well as offer opportunities and perspectives that actively 
shape the digital future of the financial world. 

3 Custodigit Custodigit was founded in 2018 in Zurich as a joint venture 
between Swisscom and Sygnum. Custodigit AG Custodigit 
provides a single, trusted gateway to the world of digital assets. 
From anti-money laundering (AML) and custody storage to 
smart order routing and best execution – Custodigit covers the 
entire digital asset value chain. Custodigit is the easiest and 
most secure way for financial service providers to offer digital 
assets to their clients. 

4 Six Digital 
Exchange 

SIX Digital Exchange is building the first market infrastructure 
in the world to offer a fully integrated end-to-end trading, 
settlement and custody service for digital assets. The service 
will provide a safe environment for issuing and trading digital 
assets, and enable the tokenization of existing securities and 
non-bankable assets. 

5 SIX SIX operates and develops infrastructure services in the 
Securities & Exchanges, Banking Services and Financial 
Information business units with the aim of raising efficiency, 
quality and innovative capacity across the entire value chain of 
the Swiss financial center. The company is owned by its users 
(122 banks). With a workforce of some 2,600 employees and a 



 
 

presence in 20 countries, it generated operating income of CHF 
1.13 billion and Group net profit of CHF 120.5 million in 2019. 

6 Swisscom Swisscom is Switzerland’s leading telecom company and one 
of its leading IT company. Swisscom is active in markets EU, 
US, APAC. Moreover, Swisscom is one of the leading corporate 
in the Blockchain, Digital Assets and FinTech space as well as 
Trust Services.  About 20,000 employees generated a net 
revenue of CHF 11.5 billion in 2019. Swisscom is 51% 
Confederation-owned and is one of Switzerland’s most 
sustainable and innovative companies. 

7 Sygnum Sygnum is the world’s first digital asset bank, and a digital asset 
specialist with global reach. With Sygnum Bank AG’s Swiss 
banking licence, as well as Sygnum Pte Ltd’s capital markets 
services (CMS) licence in Singapore, Sygnum empowers 
institutional and private qualified investors, corporates, banks 
and other financial institutions to invest in the digital asset 
economy with complete trust.  Sygnum operates an 
independently controlled, scalable and future-proof regulated 
banking platform. Sygnum’s interdisciplinary team of banking, 
investment and Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) experts is 
shaping the development of a trusted digital asset ecosystem. 
The company is founded on Swiss and Singapore heritage, and 
operates globally. 

8 Switzerland 
Global Enterprise 
(S-GE)  

Switzerland Global Enterprise (S-GE) is the official Swiss 

organization for export and investment promotion with around 

200 employees at offices throughout Switzerland and in 31 

countries. S-GE supports Swiss SMEs in their international 

business and helps innovative foreign companies to settle in 

Switzerland. In doing so, S-GE relies on a unique network of 

national and global partners. This is how S-GE creates added 

value for its clients and prosperity for Switzerland.  As a non-

profit organization, S-GE provides a public service for its clients 

on behalf of the Swiss Confederation (State Secretariat for 

Economic Affairs SECO) and the cantons. S-GE operates its 27 

offices, known as Swiss Business Hubs and Trade Points, in 31 

countries jointly with the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs 

FDFA. Thanks to its global network of partners, S-GE supports 

its clients in many other countries. 
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